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Fuzzy is a diagnostic technique which attempts to solve problems with an open 

impressive spectrum of date and heuristics that make it possible to obtain a pain an 

array of accurate conclusion this theory has been  recognised quite  early, Fuzzy has 

its multiple nature for example digosnistic process utilize fuzzy cluster analysis for 

medical diagnostic process. That use cluster analysis usullyperform  a clustering 

algorithm on the set of patients by examining the similarity of the presence and 

severity on symptoms pattern exhibited by each.     
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INTRODUCTION  

Fuzzy set theory has been play a vital role in medicine growing steadily, particularly 

in the 1990s. Few areas of mathematics, science, and engineering remain that have not 

been affected by the theory. Some emerging applications were previously 

unsuspected, and the performance of many exceeds previous expectations. Thus far, 

some areas of human endeavours have been particularly active in exploring the utility 

of fuzzy set theory and developing many diverse applications. These include 

information and knowledge-base systems, various areas of engineering, and virtually 

all problem areas of decision making. The purpose of this paper is to overview 

applications of fuzzy set theory in other areas. We do not attempt to be fully 

comprehensive. The utility of fuzzy set theory in each area covered in this paper has 

already been established, and future developments seem quite promising.  

Scattered applications of fuzzy set theory in some additional areas can also be found. 

These areas include physics, chemistry, biology, ecology, political science, geology, 

meteorology, nuclear engineering, and many others. However, these applications are 

still rather isolated, unconvincing, or insufficiently developed.  

As overviewed in above, medicine is one field in which the applicability of fuzzy set 

theory was recognized quite early, in the mid-1970s. Within this field, it is the 

uncertainty found in the process of diagnosis of disease that has most frequently been 

the focus ofapplications of fuzzy set theory.  

With the increased volume of information available to physicians from new medical 

technologies, the process of classifying different sets of symptoms under a single 

name and determining appropriate therapeutic actions becomes increasingly difficult. 

A single disease may manifest itself quite differently in different patients and at 

different disease stages. Furthermore, a single symptom may be indicative of several 

different diseases, and the presence of several diseases in a single patient may disrupt 

the expected symptom pattern of any one of them. The best and most useful 
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descriptions of disease entities often use linguistic terms that are irreducibly vague. 

For example, hepatitis is characterized by the statement:  

"Total proteins are usually normal, albumin is decreased, α-globulins are 

slightly decreased, β-globulins are slightly decreased, and γ-globulins are 

increased," 

where the linguistic terms printed in italics are inherently vague. Although medical 

knowledge concerning the symptom-disease relationship constitutes one source of 

imprecision and uncertainty in the diagnostic process, the knowledge concerning the 

state of the patient constitutes another. The physician generally gathers knowledge 

about the patient from the past history, physical examination, laboratory test results, 

and other investigative procedures such as X-rays and ultrasonics. The knowledge 

provided by each of these sources carries with it varying degrees of uncertainty. The 

past history offered by the patient may be subjective, exaggerated, underestimated, or 

incomplete. Mistakes may be made in the physical examination, and symptoms may 

be overlooked. The measurements provided by laboratory tests are often of limited 

precision, and the exact borderline between normal and pathological is often unclear. 

X-rays and other similar procedures require correct interpretation of the results. Thus, 

the state and symptoms of the patient can be known by the physician with only a 

limited degree of precision. In the face of the uncertainty concerning the observed 

symptoms of the patient as well as the uncertainty concerning the relation of the 

symptoms to a disease entity, it is nevertheless crucial that the physician determine 

the diagnostic label that will entail the appropriate therapeutic regimen.  

The desire to better understand and teach this difficult and important process of 

medical diagnosis has prompted attempts to model it with the use of fuzzy sets. These 

models vary in the degree to which they attempt to deal with different complicating 

aspects of medical diagnosis such as the relative importance of symptoms, the varied 

symptom patterns of different disease stages, relations between diseases themselves, 

and the stages of hypothesis formation, preliminary diagnosis, and final diagnosis 

within the diagnostic process itself. These models also form the basis for 

computerized medical expert systems, which are usually designed to aid the physician 

in the diagnosis of some specified category of diseases.  

The fuzzy set framework has been utilized in several different approaches to modeling 

the diagnostic process. In the approach formulated by Sanchez [1979], the physician's 

medical knowledge is represented as a fuzzy relation between symptoms and diseases. 

Thus, given the fuzzy set A of the symptoms observed in the patient and the fuzzy 

relation R representing the medical knowledge that relates the symptoms in set S to 

the diseases in set D, then the fuzzy set B of the possible diseases of the patient can be 

inferred by means of the compositional rule of inference 

B = A oR ____________________(A)  

Or 

B(d) = max[min(A(s), R(s, d))]  

s∈ S 

for each d ∈ D. The membership grades of observed symptoms in fuzzy set A may 

represent the degree of possibility of the presence of the symptom or its severity. The 

membership grades in fuzzy set B denote the degree of possibility with which we can 

attach each relevant diagnostic label to the patient. The fuzzy relation R of medical 
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knowledge should constitute the greatest relation such that given the fuzzy relation Q 

on the set P of patients and S of symptoms and the fuzzy relation T on the sets P of 

patients and D of diseases, then  

T Qo R. ______________________(B)  

Thus, relations Q and T may represent, respectively, the symptoms that were present 

and diagnoses consequently made for a number of known cases. Figure A summarizes 

the meanings and uses of fuzzy relations Q, T, and R and fuzzy sets A and B. By 

solving the fuzzy relation equation B for R, the accumulated medical experience can 

be used to specify the relation between symptoms and diseases that was evidenced in 

the previous diagnoses. The maximal solution to B must be chosen for R in order to 

avoid arriving at a relation that is more specific than our information warrants. 

However, this can lead to cases in which R shows more symptom-disease association 

than exists in reality. Therefore, it may be necessary to interpret the results of 

applying relation R to a specific set of symptoms as a diagnostic hypothesis rather 

than as a confirmed diagnosis. Adlassnig and Kolarz [1982] and Adlassnig [1986] 

elaborate on this relational model in the design of CADIAG-2, a computerized system 

for diagnosis assistance. We illustrate their approach with a somewhat simplified 

version of part of this design.  

The model proposes two types of relations to exist between symptoms and diseases: 

an occurrence relation and a confirmability relation. The first provides knowledge 

about the tendency or frequency of appearance of a symptom when the specific 

disease is present; it corresponds to the question, "How often does symptom s occur 

with disease d?" The second relation describes the discriminating power of the 

symptom to confirm the presence of the disease; it corresponds to the question, "How 

often does symptom s confirm disease d?" The distinction between occurrence and 

confirmability is useful because a symptom may be quite likely to occur with a given 

disease but may also commonly occur with several other diseases, therefore limiting 

its power as a discriminating factor among them. Another symptom, on the other 

hand, may be relatively rare with a given disease, but its presence may nevertheless 

constitute almost certain confirmation of the presence of the disease.  

For this example, let S denote the crisp universal set of all symptoms, D be the crisp 

universal set of all diseases, and P be the crisp universal set of all patients. Let us 

define a fuzzy relation Rs on the set P x S in which membership grades Rs(p, s) 

(where p ∈ P, s ∈ S) indicate the degree to which the symptom s is present in patient 

p. For instance, if s represents the symptom of increased potassium level and the 

normal test result range is roughly 3.5 to 5.2, then a test result of 5.2 for patient p 

could lead to a membership grade Rs(p,S) = .5. Let us further define a fuzzy relation 

Ro on the universal set S x D, where Ro(s, d) (s ∈ S, d ∈ D) indicates the frequency of 

occurrence of symptom s with 
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Figure _____ Fuzzy sets and fuzzy relations involved in medical diagnosis. 

disease d. Let Rc also be a fuzzy relation on the same universal set, where Rc(s,d) 

corresponds to the degree to which symptom s confirms the presence of disease d.  

In this example, the fuzzy occurrence and confirmability relations are determined 

from expert medical documentation. Since this documentation usually takes the form 

of statements such as "Symptom s seldom occurs in disease d" or "Symptom s always 

indicates disease d," we assign membership grades of 1, .75, .5, .25, or 0 in fuzzy sets 

R0 and Rc for the linguistic terms always, often, unspecific, seldom, and never, 

respectively. We use a concentration operation to model the linguistic modifier very 

such that  

Avery(x) = A
2
(x). 

Assume that the following medical documentation exists concerning the relations of 

symptoms s1, .S2, and S3 to diseases d1 and d2:  

• Symptom s1 occurs very seldom in patients with disease d1.  

• Symptom s1 often occurs in patients with disease d2 but seldom confirms the 

presence of disease d2.  

• Symptom s2 always occurs with disease dl and always confirms the presence 

of disease d1; s2 never occurs with disease d2, and (obviously) its presence 

never confirms disease d2.  

• Symptom S3 very often occurs with disease d2 and often confirms the presence 

of d2. 

• Symptom s3 seldom occurs in patients with disease d1.  

All missing relational pairs of symptoms and diseases are assumed to be unspecified 

and aregiven a membership grade of .5. From our medical documentation we 

construct the following matrices of relations Ro, Rc∈ S x D (the rows and columns of 

the matrices are ordered by subscripts of the corresponding symbols):  

R� = �. 06 . 751 0. 25 . 56 
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R� = �. 5 . 251 0. 5 . 75 
Now assume that we are given a fuzzy relation Rs specifying the degree of presence of 

symptoms S1, S2, and S3 for three patients p1, p2, and p3 as follows:  

R� = �. 4 . 8 . 7. 6 . 9 0. 9 0 1  
Using relations Rs, Ro, and Rc, we can now calculate four different indication 

relations defined on the set P x D of patients and diseases. The first is the occurrence 

indication R1 defined as  

R� = R�		�		R� 

For our example, R1 is given by the following matrix:  

R� = � . 8 . 56. 9 . 6. 25 . 75 
The confirmability indication relation R2 is calculated by  

R2 = Rso Rc; 

this results in  

R� = �. 8 . 7. 9 . 25. 5 . 75 
The nonoccurrence indication R3 is defined as  

R3 = Rs o (1 - Ro) 

and specified here by  

R� = �. 7 . 8. 6 . 9. 9 . 44 
Finally, the nonsymptom indication R4 is given by  

R4 = (1 - RS) ° Ro 

and equals  

R� = �. 25 . 6. 25 . 561 . 1  
Results  

From these four indication relations, we may draw different types of diagnostic 

conclusions. For instance, we may make a confirmed diagnosis of a disease d for 

patient p if R2(p, d) = 1. Although this is not the case for any of our three patients, R2 

does seem to indicate, for instance, that disease d1 is strongly confirmed for patient 

p2. We may make an excluded diagnosis for a disease d in patient p if R3(p, d) = 1 or 
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R4(p, d) = 1.In our example, we may exclude disease d1 as a possible diagnosis for 

patient p3. Finally, we may include in our set of diagnostic hypotheses for patient p 

any disease d such that the inequality . 

0.5 <max[R1 (p, d), R2(p, d)] 

is satisfied. In our example, both diseases d1 and d2 are suitable diagnostic hypotheses 

for patients p1 and p2, whereas the only acceptable diagnostic hypothesis for patient p3 

is disease d2. Our three types of diagnostic results, therefore, seem to point to the 

presence of disease d2 in patient p3 and disease d1 in patient p2, whereas the symptoms 

of patient p1 do not strongly resemble the symptom pattern of either disease d1 or d2 

alone.  
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